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Foreword

Dear reader,

As if out of the blue; the longing for normality, 
for things to go back how they were before – 
which already feels like an eternity ago – has 
become a constant companion for all of us.  
We feel this desire ourselves – and we have 
experienced and continue to experience it in 
countless conversations which, unavoidably, 
have not been face-to-face in the past months. 

The coronavirus and its consequences have 
been highly effective in promoting a spirit of 
solidarity. The extreme conditions of the crisis 
have also put this company’s corporate policy  
to the test. 

As a luminaire manufacturer with a vertical range 
of manufacture that is very deliberately based in 
our own locations, our production has for –  
as of now – continued to run without any 
disruptions or stoppages during the difficult 
days of this pandemic. The value of absolute 
independence anchored in our BEGA mission 
statement has guaranteed delivery capability 
and product availability, and will continue do so. 
Being able to work with very reliable selected 
partners and suppliers has been an absolute plus 
in these challenging times. 
Then there was the discipline of our employees, 
whose health has always been our top priority. 
Implementing the hygienic codes of conduct  
we formulated very early in the year has kept  
us firmly on track.

Becoming accustomed to the inevitable and 
adapting our own work in a creative and positive 
way – acting with foresight rather than simply 
reacting to the situation – has also kept us 
occupied during this unprecedented year 2020. 

We spent a lot of time and effort preparing to 
welcome you to our stand at Light + Building and 
presenting you with our numerous innovations. 
When the trade fair was inevitably postponed 
until the autumn, there were already fears that 
the new date would also prove too ambitious. 
Nevertheless, we did not withdraw our 
participation until the definitive cancellation  
– from my point of view it was a necessary act  
of solidarity towards the organisers and

partners. The only thing we can all do now  
is have confidece in the future.  
The intention is clear: we will see each other  
in Frankfurt in 2022!

Until then, “Das gute Licht” will find its way to  
you through other channels, both established  
and new. Including, of course, this new issue  
of our customer magazine.

BEGA Smart is one of the topics with which  
we had hoped to impress you at Light + Building. 
For now, we would like to take this opportunity 
to pique your interest in convenient smart lighting 
solutions from our research and development 
department. 

The concept of the Delas Frères winery in Tain-
l’Hermitage is to preserve and enhance the tried 
and tested while, at the same time, offering space 
for the new and modern to flourish.  
BEGA luminaires set the scene for this combination 
of modern and historical architecture.

“Hohlen House” in Dornbirn, Austria, not only 
impresses with its architecture and extraordinary 
lighting design; it is also a successful example of 
selecting both indoor and outdoor luminaires from 
a single manufacturer. We are delighted to have 
been able to put together a complete package  
to cover both sets of requirements.

Last but not least, I would like to draw your 
attention to our technical innovations and 
comprehensive product protection in the field  
of in-ground luminaires.

I hope you enjoy reading our magazine!  
Yours sincerely,

Heinrich Gantenbrink
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Tradition and modernity
The new winery in Tain-l’Hermitage provides an extraordinary 
backdrop for the exquisite wines from Delas Frères. 

T
he roots of the Delas Frères winery 
date back to 1835. Today the former 
French family business is part of 
Deutz Champagne and belongs to the 

Louis Roederer Group. The premium wines are 
cultivated on 30 hectares of land on the banks 
of the Rhône. Wine production, presentation and 
sales are brought together on the estate in the 
heart of the village of Tain-l’Hermitage with its 
6000 inhabitants.  

The architectural harmony of the winery on 
the slopes of the Hermitage, which lends its 
name to one of France’s most famous wines, 
immediately captivates visitors. A restored 
historic manor house adjoins the modern 
winery and its curved sandstone façade,  
while a linearly structured presentation and 
sales area and a landscape garden complete 
the winery complex.  
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 Did you know ...? 
 ... Hermitage Hill, which lends its name 
to one of France’s most famous wines, 
was formed during the ice age. 
After a rapid drop in sea levels, 
the Rhône managed to cut its way 
through the eastern extension of the 
Massif Central. Geologically speaking, 
the Hermitage is very complex. 
Limestone walls were built to prevent 
the thin layers of soil from slipping away. 
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 The building and garden complex of the Delas 
Frères winery has been described by the trade 
press as an “architectural marvel”. 
This enthusiastic description is inspired first and 
foremost by the distinctive and eye-catching 
façades designed by architect Carl Fredrik 
Svenstedt and his team. 

 Mighty stone walls, an unconventional sales area 
and the traditional manor house frame the garden 
and give the estate an extraordinary splendour. 

BEGA luminaires set the scene for the buildings, 
both indoors and out. The aim and result of the 
lighting design of Maison Delas Frères was 
to give the weight, elegance and structural 
details of these architectural statements the 
attention they deserve – even in the dark. 
 The in-ground luminaires turn the stone wall, 
which is 80 metres long and up to eight metres 
high in some places, and its fluted structure into 
a stage in the truest sense of the word: 
the unusual architecture creates the impression 
of an oversized curtain for the observer.  

The adjoining historical manor house embodies 
the tradition of the winery. It offers guests and 
company partners all the amenities of modern 
meeting rooms and accommodations. The cellar 
houses the winery’s historic wine collection, 
which dates back 185 years. 

 The manor house’s 19th century walls also 
provide a contrast to the “new” materials 
used in the winery – stone, glass and steel. 
These materials characterise the sales and 
presentation area, which curves around an old 
chestnut tree, providing it with ample space.   

Powerful, unconventional façades convey 
an extraordinary splendour.

Presentation and sales: 

The building architecture allows space for the old chestnut tree.

“Here we can welcome lovers 
of our brand and Rhône Valley 

wine in style.”

Fabrice Rosset, CEO Deutz-Delas Group

3

2

1

1  · Sales area 

2  · Guest house 

3  · Winery 
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Contractor  Deutz Champagne · Delas Frères Winery, Tain-l’Hermitage

Architecture  Carl Fredrik Svenstedt Architect, Paris

Landscape architecture  Christophe Ponceau, Mélanie Drevet, Paris

Photos  Dan Glasser, Sergio Grazia
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The stone architecture, which is characteristic of the region,  
protects the winery’s tanks and the barrel halls

Contractor  Deutz Champagne · Delas Frères Winery, Tain-l’Hermitage

Architecture  Carl Fredrik Svenstedt Architect, Paris

Landscape architecture  Christophe Ponceau, Mélanie Drevet, Paris

Photos  Dan Glasser, Sergio Grazia

Visitors are expressly invited to take a closer look 
at the product and the production of the wine: 
the Delas Frères winery has a series of ramps 
that allow them to follow the production process. 
Visitors can also take a peek into the storage 
rooms. A roof terrace with a view of the vineyards 
completes the visual experience of a journey 
through the history of wine making.

The efficient, targeted and economical illumination 
of the production and storage areas is provided 
by BEGA surface-mounted ceiling luminaires and 
floodlights.

While skylights allow daylight to flood the ramps 
and corridors, the mighty curved stone façade 
reflects sunlight to shield the tanks and barrels. 

The porous sandstone is thermally neutral, 
meaning the temperature in the winery remains 
stable at all times. 

The 50-centimetre thick façade made of stone 
blocks connected by stainless steel cables 
extends over a length of 80 metres. Each block 
was created by robots using raw materials 
from the region with the same precision that 
characterises the creation of the wines produced 
in the winery. The debris from the stone 
production serves as gravel for the garden.

The winery wall is a classic example of the stone 
architecture found in the region. Embracing this 
tradition is, in turn, what makes the estate so 
modern.  ■
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High-end products for the ground
The new BEGA in-ground luminaires combine the results of our latest research 
with our more than three decades of experience in meeting the extreme demands 
placed on this group of luminaires.

Light of the highest quality from ground level: 
Made of a special, highly corrosion-resistant 
aluminium alloy, stainless steel and a fibreglass-
reinforced synthetic material, our new in-ground 
luminaires are high-end products in terms of both 
materials and lighting technology.  
They feature BEGA technologies for protective 
thermal management, optical systems of the 
highest technical quality, and finish technologies 
with outstanding durability.

The luminaire’s protection against corrosion and 
moisture is versatile and highly efficient.  
The aluminium components are highly corrosion-
resistant and are additionally protected with 
BEGA Tricoat ® coating technology with specially 
coordinated inorganic and organic coating 
processes. Additional components made of  
a fibreglass-reinforced synthetic material prevent 
further risk of corrosion. Specially developed 
water stops for the connecting cable and the 
latest sealing technologies make the luminaires 
waterproof. BEGA Thermal Management ® inside 
the luminaire ensures optimal thermal protection.

The optical systems are characterised by complete 
light control and perfect light deflection.  
Durable and virtually wear-free, they ensure the 
best possible lighting quality. The luminaires are 
available as location luminaires and floodlights 
with symmetrical light distribution and different 
half beam angles, as wallwashers or as flood-
lights with an adjustable inclination angle.  
The range of light characteristics is documented 
in the adjacent illustrations.  ■

84 255

LED floodlight with 
swivelling and infinitely 
rotatable optical system 
for symmetrical very 
narrow beam light 
distribution.  
All new in-ground 
luminaires feature  
BEGA technologies 
for optimum luminaire 
protection.
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84 300

5030 lm · 51.0 W
Distance between the luminaire and the wall: 4 m

Light

· Very wide and soft light distribution
· Optimal illumination up to a height of about 15 m 

Applications

· Wide-area illumination of walls
· Highlighting buildings
· Illuminating advertising spaces
· Uniform illumination of cantilever plates

84 255

500 lm · 16.5 W
Distance between the luminaire and the wall: 0.25 m

Light

· Very narrow beam light distribution
· Optimal illumination up to a height of about 16 m

Applications

· Highlighting architectural details
· Giving buildings structure
· Highlighting entrance areas
· Illuminating columns or tree trunks

5m 5 m

2,5 m 2,5 m

1 m 1 m5 m1 m 1 m 5 m
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Extraordinary lighting design
240 square metres of living space bathed in light and with views  
of the mountains and the surroundings. “Hohlen House” in Dornbirn, 
Austria, is a spectacular private home with clean lines and  
an unusual lighting design.
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Contractor  Mörschel family, Dornbirn (Austria)

Architecture  Juniwind Architektur, Dornbirn

Construction company  Moosbrugger Muxel Bau GmbH, Schoppernau

Lighting design  Björn Kirchmann, i-TEC Industrieelektrik GmbH, Lauterach

Electrical planning and installation  i-TEC Industrieelektrik GmbH, Lauterach

Earthworks  Erdbau Höfle Bautruck GmbH & CoKG, Lauterach

Photography  RADON photography/Norman Radon, Ingolstadt
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A special connection is achieved between  
the living space and covered open spaces

Not far from the logistical benefits of urban 
structures, but embedded in the quieter 
life of a village, Christian Mörschel created 

“Hohlen House” in Dornbirn.

The architect and owner of Juniwind Architektur 
deliberately chose few materials for his two-storey 
building. But the house on the relatively steep plot 
is anything but minimalistic. While three children’s 

rooms with ceiling-high windows on the ground 
floor provide direct access to a patio in front of 
the building, the generously proportioned living 
area on the first floor opens on to a covered patio 
of varying depths thanks to ceiling-high sliding 
doors.
There is also access to a covered balcony, both 
from the parents’ sleeping area, which includes a 
bathroom and dressing room, and from the office.
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Lighting from a single supplier
The feeling of the living area is carried through  
to the outside via the patio and balcony planning, 
which highlights the respective importance of the 
covered open spaces and the living space and 
creates a special connection between them.

This integrated planning extends to the luminaires 
selected for the outdoor and indoor areas 
– illuminating the plot and the house using 
luminaires from a single source creates an 
additional connecting element.
“We quickly found our product of choice for 
lighting in and around the house: the luminaires 
from the STUDIO LINE series”, says house owner 
Christian Mörschel. “Because of the quality, 

we then also selected luminaires from the  
BEGA collection for the entrance and garden.”

Architectural highlights and security 
Recessed ceiling luminaires in the form of 
compact downlights illuminate the house’s 
entire entrance and garage area.
Garden and pathway luminaires with special 
lighting graphics frame the access road  
to the property. BEGA floodlights draw 
attention to the plants and trees.

The entire outdoor lighting concept serves 
both to highlight the architecture and to 
promote security – thanks to coordinated 
illumination.  
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STUDIO LINE: a luminaire series  
for the entire “Hohlen House”

Custom-made luminaires from the STUDIO LINE 
series blend into the impressive architecture both 
in the house and on the well-protected patios. 
The versatility of their design is perfectly 
demonstrated in “Hohlen House” in Dornbirn, 
where they can be seen both as pendant 
luminaires in various designs and as ceiling 
luminaires.

“The clear design language and high-quality 
materials corresponded perfectly to our ideas of 
what a luminaire should be”, says architect and 
house owner Christian Mörschel. “On top of that, 
we were able to use the STUDIO LINE luminaires 
in different variations throughout the house.”

Christian Mörschel emphasises how close 
coordination with the lighting designer was critical 
for successful implementation of the plan.  
“The unusual approach of placing the luminaires 
asymmetrically came from Björn Kirchmann, an 
authorised representative of i-TEC”, explains the 
architect.
“It creates zones of light and dark areas in the 
room, which give us a very homely atmosphere.” 
The results of the intensive planning, which took 
a lot of effort and a lot of heart and soul, are as 
impressive today as they were on day one.  ■

“The unusual approach 
of placing the luminaires 

asymmetrically creates zones 
of light with a very homely 

ambiance.”

Christian Mörschel, architect and house owner
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 Smart lighting solutions 
 The professional BEGA Smart system 
for convenient use even in existing buildings 

 Das gute Licht for convenient and straight-
forward lighting solutions: BEGA Smart 
is the holistic control system for indoors 

and out – not only for new installations, but also 
for existing buildings, where often only three-
core cables are used. 

 BEGA Smart components modernise existing 
electrical installations. 
Professional lighting control can be achieved in 
any building in just a few simple steps – without 

the need for major structural alterations. 
The free BEGA Smart app is the control centre 
of the new BEGA Smarthome system. 
All devices and functions are configured here.

 The system can also be controlled over short 
distances via smartphone and the intuitive app. 
 For manual control and control over longer 
distances, we recommend our Smart Rotary 
Dimmer and the PRO remote control.   

 Smart DALI Controller 

 Simple modernisation of existing 

electrical installations  
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BEGA Smart app

PRO Remote Control

Smart Rotary Dimmer
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BEGA Smart DALI Controller: Smart lighting technology  
in existing architecture – without the need for structural 
alterations

Unlimited possibilities for smart lighting control 
systems – without any structural modifications 
in the existing architecture.  
The Smart DALI Controller is the solution when 
using existing electrical installations.

The controller acts as the link between the 
three-core cable in the existing building and 
the DALI-compatible BEGA luminaires with five 
cores, such as our recessed ceiling luminaires. 
And that’s it – the path to smart lighting requires 
no additional electrical work. 

Once installed between the existing line and 
the luminaire, all the benefits of wireless 
lighting control are immediately available: 
dimming, individually setting and controlling 
colours and colour temperatures, saving and 
activating lighting scenarios.

A maximum of 15 luminaires per DALI 
controller can be integrated into our 
control system – straightforward technical 
implementation, convenient operation.  
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Smart DALI Controller

Luminaire 1

Luminaire 2

Up to 15 DALI luminaires
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BEGA system pendant luminaires:  
smart, flexible lighting design

Fit for smart lighting technology: with BEGA 
Smart, it can be implemented even in existing 
architecture – including in historical building 
structures where structural changes are not 
possible or not desired.

BEGA system pendant luminaires with smart 
installation components are the solution for 
such requirements, in both project and private 
environments.
Thanks to canopies with a built-in Smart DALI 

Controller, they can quickly be integrated into  
a BEGA Smart system.
The benefit of wireless control of BEGA system 
pendant luminaires can be seen wherever 
variable, clever and effective lighting design  
is desired.

And another plus point for BEGA system pendant 
luminaires: canopies are available for both 
surface-mounted and recessed applications –  
on both sloping and straight ceilings.  ■
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BEGA system pendant luminaires

The right canopy for every ceiling
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Wood – a material as timeless as our products

Our new wooden luminaires combine high-quality 
aluminium, which is additionally protected by 
BEGA Coating Technology ®, with sustainably 
forested pine wood of the finest quality from our 
system partner Aubrilam. The result is BEGA 
garden luminaires and bollards, light building 
elements, luminaire poles, wooden benches and 
stools that create high-quality visual accents.

bega.com/wood
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